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Lyman α forest of quasars.

Jacques Moret-Bailly∗

June 10, 2015

Abstract

Apparent absence of frequency-shifted Lyman β and γ absorption lines
of hydrogen atom in “Lyman α forest” of quasars while α lines are sat-
urated, results from superposition of lines. Width of a sharp spectral
line absorbed during a frequency shift of light, is equal to shift, so that
resulting line is weak, invisible. A stop of shift is needed to generate
sharp, saturated lines. Stop and visible absorption of all spectral lines of
gas occur when a previously absorbed β or γ line reaches α frequency.
Thus observed spectrum is generated and so-called Lyα lines correspond
to no α absorption. Karlsson’s formula is demonstrated. Redshifts require
Lyα absorption which provides 2P atoms needed for a coherent, impulsive
stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS).

Keywords:
98.62.Ra Intergalactic matter; quasar absorption and emission-line systems;

Lyman forest
290.5910 Scattering, stimulated Raman
190.2640 Nonlinear optics : Stimulated scattering, modulation, etc.

1 Introduction.

In a thermal emission profile of quasars spectra, a large number of absorptions
of very sharp and saturated lines, is interpreted as Lyman α absorption by
atomic hydrogen gas. Multiple so-called Lyman alpha lines (abbreviation: Lyα)
result from redshifts (redshift: relative decrease of light frequency, assumed
independant on initial frequency). For example, P. Petitjean [1] provides a
good but partial description and interpretation of spectra. Frequencies of sets
of lines may suffer same redshifts. But a full interpretation of “Lyman forest”
remains a mystery.
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2 Conditions of formation of Lyα forest spec-
trum.

We assume that “Lyα forest” is built by absorption of a thermal emission of an
extremely hot star by pure, relatively cold (5 000 K - 50 000 K), thus non-excited
atomic hydrogen.

Following properties of “Lyα forest” are directly deduced from Petitjean’s
paper:

-A- As lines are sharp, widening of lines by collisions must be negligible,
pressure of gas must be very low.

-B- To obtain absorption of Lyα line at several frequencies, a redshift process
of electromagnetic wave is necessary. Redshift Z(ν0, ν1) being relative variation
of frequency from ν0 to ν1, that is Z(ν0, ν1) = (ν0 − ν1)/ν0, we assume only
that, in a particular redshift process, Z(ν0, ν1) does not depend much on initial
frequency. ( In Doppler redshift or expansion of universe, Z(ν0, ν1) does not
depend on ν0).

-C- A single, unshifted Lyβ is observed; no unshifted Lyγ appears because it
does not remain absorbable energy at high frequencies after redshifts of thermal
emission profile. Shift of frequencies stops while non-shifted lines are absorbed.

-D- All lines of a gas for which there is absorbable energy at their frequencies,
are absorbed. Absence of observed Lyβ and Lyγ absorption lines in forest can
only be explained by an accurate superposition of these lines with Lyα observed
lines.

3 Building of “Lyα forest” .

Figure 1 represents the simplest solution of building an absorption spectrum of
atomic hydrogen:

So that all previously absorbed Lyβ or Lyγ lines mix by redshift with an
absorbed Lyα line, the redshift must stop at value Zβ,α = (νβ − να)/να or Zγ,α
= (νγ − να)/να . We assume that other lines of H atom or other atoms are
weak, so that we need not take them into account. At stop, all gas lines are
visibly absorbed. We do not introduce a stop of redshift when a γ line reaches
β frequency because it would introduce extra lines.

On figure, we add hypothesis that relative frequency shift Z does not de-
pend on initial frequency ν1, as in a Doppler or cosmological redshift. Thus,
all frequencies of absorbed lines are multiplied by 1-Z. This hypothesis is not
fundamental: avoiding it would simply introduce a distortion of linearity on axis
of frequencies.

The rules used to build spectrum are simple :
- i - At start, close to star, we suppose that α, β and γ lines have been

absorbed.
- ii - It appears a frequency shift until an absorbed, shifted line of initial

frequency ν reaches α frequency. Thus all absorbed frequencies are multiplied
by να/ν, coefficent lower than 1.
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Figure 1: Computation of Lyα spectrum of a quasar.
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- iii - During stop of frequency shift, the three main Lyman lines are ab-
sorbed. If H is not pure, other lines could be absorbed or amplified. We assume
that H is pure.

- iv - It may happen that redshift restarts, go to - ii -. Else there is no
more redshift, Lyβ line is absorbed, but Lyγ line cannot because its frequency
is larger than the shifted high frequency limit of emission of star.

The total redshift is a sum of shifts Zβ,α and Zγ,α. Using Rydberg’s formula
it appears that :

Z(β,α) = (νβ − να)/να = [(1 − 1/32 − (1 − 1/22)]/(1 − 1/22)] ≈ 5/27 ≈
0.1852 ≈ 3 ∗ 0.0617 ≈ 3 ∗K; (1)

Z(γ,α) = (νγ − να)/να =[(1-1/42 -(1-1/22)]/(1-1/22) ] = 1/4 = 0,25 =
4*0.0625 ≈ 4K. (2)

Where K=0.061 is Karlsson’s constant which, following statistics on a huge
number of quasars, shows that most of them have redshifts close to nK, where
n=0,3,4,6,... Thus, Karlsson’s formula is demonstrated, including the strange
serie of n values.

Why do redshifts stop, when an absorbed line acquires Lyα frequency ? Why
do they generally restart ?

4 Structuring space, Karlsson’s law.

Up to now, we have only supposed that it exists sometimes, thus somewhere a
redshift. It appeared that H atoms play a role: redshift stops when an absorbed
line reaches Lyα frequency. This means that Lyα is not anymore absorbed, that
is that 1S atoms are not anymore pumped to 2P state. Thus, assume now that
redshift is produced by 2P hydrogen atoms.

Thus, there are regions of space in which cold H atoms are excited by Lyman
alpha absorption, other in which they are not. This is possible if all light
beams sent by star have a similar history, that is if star is seen through a
relatively small cone, while the regions are small enough, relatively close to
star to avoid a perturbation by other stars. Thus, the star must be small
thought very hot. Redshift stops and sharp lines are absorbed where redshift
brought an absorbed line at Lyα frequency. Assuming that hydrogen is pure,
these redshifts correspond to relative frequency shifts Zβ,α = (νβ − να)/να or
Zγ,α = (νγ − να)/να from β or γ frequencies to α frequency. By successive
absorptions, such redshifts add.

In vicinity of a quasar, temperature and pressure decrease so that it exists
a region where atomic hydrogen is not thermally excited. Ordinary absorption
spectrum of unexcited H atom is written into light. Assume that a redshift
appears. Then in successive spherical shells centered on star:

a) Either: absorbed, saturated Lyβ ( or Lyγ ) line got Lyα frequency, so that
there is no pumping by Lyα absorption of H 1S to redshifting H 2P. All local
gas spectrum is registered into light.

However, absorption of Lyβ line produces 3P hydrogen atoms able to produce
a redshift, weak because hyperfine resonance frequencies in 3P are low. Decay
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of 3P atoms provides efficient 2S atoms. Thus, if energy at Lyβ is large enough,
a slow redshift extracts absorbed Lyβ ( or Lyγ ) line from Lyα frequency, so
that fast redshift restarts: go to “a)”. However, if decrease of emission by star
reaches Lyβ frequency, there is no more redshifts.

b) Or: let Lyα absorption create 2P hydrogen, while redshift provides new
spectral elements. Absorptions (and amplifications) of spectral lines are diluted,
invisible. Return to case “a)” when any absorbed line is shifted to frequency
Lyα.

Conclusion: efficient redshifts are associated with presence of 2P H atoms
resulting from Lyα absorption in a region of space. Such regions are well defined
if the source of light is small, while, in case of a galaxy, Karlsson’s formula cannot
work, as Karlsson and Burbidge found [4, 5].

5 Physical interpretation.

How can excited to 2P state atomic hydrogen produce a redshift while 1S does
not ?

These states differ by conditions of coherence of Raman scattering of pulsed
light [2]. Usual, thermal origin, time-incoherent light is usually represented by
around 1 nanosecond pulses. Hyperfine period in state 1S (ν = 1420 MHz)
is shorter than 1ns, so that there is no coherent Raman scattering. On the
contrary, periods are larger in 2P (and 2S) states. A Raman coherent scatter-
ing requires also a collisional period longer than 1ns, that is an extremely low
pressure.

Impulsive Stimulated Coherent Raman Scattering (ISRS) [3] is usually stud-
ied in labs using 10 femtosecond light pulses. It does not let appear satellites
lines as incoherent Raman, but, by interference of exciting and scattered light,
generates an intermediate period.

Use of incoherent light multiplies pulse length by 105. This factor reduces
frequency shift 3 times: decrease of hyperfine frequency (required to preserve
coherence) decreases frequency shift twice, directly reducing Raman shift, in-
directly reducing difference of populations of hyperfine levels. Lower pressure
introduces also the factor 10−5. Thus, order of magnitude of path necessary
for an observation is roughly multiplied by 1015, it is impossible to perform the
experiment in a lab.

An other problem is saturation of hyperfine states which cannot be de-excited
by collisions. Thus it is necessary to destroy it using several simultaneous ISRS
making a parametric interaction named “Coherent Raman Effect on Incoherent
Light” (CREIL). Excited hydrogen becomes a catalyst allowing an exchange of
energy between several light beams, such that entropy of beams is increased.
A permanent component of CREIL is background radiation which introduces a
redshift

Structuring introduced in previous section starts by an absorption phase
close to star, where pressure is too high for CREIL. Where pressure becomes
low enough, shift may start by weak redshifts allowing that absorption of alpha
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frequency reaches an un-absorbed region. Following stops of redshift are left by
a pumping by Lyβ line, allowing several weakly active redshifts: direct CREIL,
decay to 2S level... Structuring stops where there is few energy at β frequency,
at limit of emission line of star.

6 Similar problems.

While previous section introduces an optical effect with a large change of usual
parameters, the first sections were simple explanations of observations or results
found by astrophysicists.

The use of coherent interactions of light with very low pressure gas [6],
denied by astrophysicists who cite an erroneous paper of Menzel [7], forbids use
of two important tools of spectroscopy, so that fantastic theories replace simple
physics:

Superradiance :
Strömgren’s spheres [8] around stars, made of free electrons and protons,

are surrounded by shells made of very excited hydrogen. Superradiance of these
shells with competition of modes show their limbs: For high superradiance, we
find rings dotted by few or many points; lower superradiance generates contin-
uous rings, bright to so weak that they are detected by amplification of light of
background stars. In SNR1987A, the sphere is strangulated by planets into an
hourglass which shows its three limbs.

We are living in a Strömgren’s sphere: Cooling of solar wind between 10
and 15 AU generate excited hydrogen. It allows a transfer of energy from solar
light to microwaves used to measure distance of Pioneer 10 and 11, which by a
Doppler interpretation seem have an anomalous acceleration.

Coherent Raman:
As CREIL uses matter, it is subject to a dispersion which distorts spectra

of multiplets: No need to change fine structure constant.
Redshifts provides a rough order of magnitude of column density of atomic

hydrogen. This gas seems abundant around spiral galaxies and quasars whose
distance is over-evaluated: thus it is useless to introduce dark matter and dark
energy.

A high density of excited hydrogen atoms around bright stars increases lo-
cally distances on maps of galaxies. Thus voids appear.

And so on. A am afraid by the work needed to simplify our sight of universe.

7 Conclusion.

Construction of Lyman alpha forest of quasars requires only usual physics and
hypothesis of an unknown source of redshifts whose properties are studied: Im-
plying spectrum of atomic hydrogen we assume that redshifts of quasars result
from a simple coherent impulsive Raman scattering in excited atomic hydrogen.
Astrophysicists should accept coherence of interactions between light and low
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pressure gas which founds theory of gas laser, rejected also by most physicists
before Townes’ work.
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